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Abstract 
We consider one-parameter families of C’ regular maps starting at hyperbolic toral endomor- 
phisms on the 2-torus T*. We show that some perturbations of them satisfy Axiom A as in the 
case of diffeomorphisms. We also prove that the Hausdorff dimension of the nonwandering set is 
continuous across the bifurcation. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
Hyperbolic toral automorphisms are typical examples of Anosov diffeomorphisms. 
Smale showed that they can be modified to get Axiom A diffeomorphisms which are 
called DA maps (Smale [16] and Williams [20]). 
Thus it is a natural question to ask what happens for noninvertible maps under the 
same perturbations. If we modify an Anosov diffeomorphism of T2 on a neighborhood of 
a saddle fixed point, replacing it with a pair of saddles and a source, we obtain an Axiom 
A diffeomorphism with a one-dimensional attractor. For a hyperbolic toral endomorphism 
with the same perturbations, however, we obtain a nonhyperbolic map whose periodic 
points are dense in T2 (Sumi [ 171). Here we show that by perturbing the endomorphism 
so that its original fixed point becomes a pair of saddles and a sink, the resulting map 
satisfies Axiom A and has a one-dimensional repeller. This means noninvertible maps 
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bifurcate differently depending whether the original fixed point is replaced with a source 
or a sink. 
More precisely we can state our first result as follows: 
Theorem A. Let G be a 2 x 2 matrix with integer entries, having eigenvalues X and 
PL, 0 < 1x1 < 1 < IPI, and g the hyperbolic toral endomorphism induced by G i.e., 
g o n = n o G holds, where K : R* + T* is a natural projection. Then, there exists a 
one-parameter family { ft : T* + T*: - 1 < t < 1) of C’ regular maps (r 2 1) with 
the following properties: 
(1) f _ 1 = g and ft is Anosov for t < 0, where g is a hyperbolic toral endomorphism. 
fl(ft) = T* holds. 8 = ( ) r o is a hyperbolic saddle fixed point. 
(2) fo is topological Anosov and does not satisfy Axiom A. O(fo) = T* holds. t3 is a 
nonhyperbolic saddle fixed point. 
(3) For t > 0, ft satisfies Axiom A. There exists a one-dimensional repeller At such 
that L’(f,) = A, U {0} holds. 8 b ecomes a sink and, in a neighborhood of 6 there 
are two saddle jixed points pt and qt such that pt, qt + 0 as t + 0. 
Here, o denotes the origin of IR*, and 6?(f) the nonwandering set of a map f. 
Remark 1. Theorem A is obtained by modifying the saddle fixed point 0 into a sink. 
On the other hand, we can consider a perturbation which modifies 0 into a source. Then 
we obtain a one-parameter family {gt : T* + T’: - 1 < t 6 1) of C’ regular maps with 
following properties (Sumi [ 171): 
(1) For t < 0 and t = 0, claims are the same as in Theorem A. 
(2) For t > 0, gt is topologically transitive, but it is not topological Anosov nor 
satisfies Axiom A. The saddle fixed points are dense in T*, so Q(g,) = T* holds. 
0 is a source. 
This fact indicates that if a map is noninvertible, we cannot treat a sink and a source 
in the same way. 
For a one-parameter family of the 2-torus starting at a hyperbolic toral endomorphism 
and ending at an Axiom A regular map which has a one-dimensional repeller, we also 
study the continuity of the Hausdorff dimension of their nonwandering sets. Generally, 
for surface Axiom A regular maps, the Hausdorff dimension of their nonwandering sets 
is not necessarily continuous (Chung and Shitamatsu [4]), while for diffeomorphisms it 
depends continuously on the maps (McCluskey and Manning [lo] and Palis and Viana 
[ 111). On the other hand, even for diffeomorphisms, the Hausdorff dimension of the 
nonwandering set is not continuous across some bifurcation from Anosov to DA (Diaz 
and Viana [5]). The Hausdorff dimension is a useful tool as an index for measuring 
thickness of a basic set, but its continuity would not necessarily be concerned with the 
difference of topological properties across a bifurcation. In fact, we prove that for our one- 
parameter families the Hausdorff dimension of the nonwandering set varies continuously 
under certain conditions though the original maps are noninvertible and regular. 
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Finally we state our second result as Theorem B. This result corresponds to that of 
Diaz and Viana in [5] for diffeomorphisms. 
Theorem B. Let {ft : T* + T*} be a one-parameterfamily of C' regular maps (r > 2) 
as in Theorem A, satisfying Condition (*) stated at the end of Section 1. Then the 
Hausdorf dimension of fI( f*), HD( fI( ft)), varies continuously with t. 
Remark 2. We can construct a one-parameter family { ht : T* 4 T2: - 1 < t < 1) of 
C’ regular maps which has the following properties using the same technique as that of 
Diaz and Viana in [5]. 
(1) h-1 = g and ht satisfies Anosov for t < 0. 
(2) For t > 0, ht satisfies Axiom A and has a one-dimensional repeller. 
(3) The function t H HD(R(ht)) is not continuous at t = 0, while for all t # 0 it is 
continuous. 
1. Preliminaries 
We denote by flz, T2 the topological product space equipped with the metric d 
defined by 
for II: = (xi), % = (yi) E nE”=, T2 , where d is the usual metric on T*. 
Let f : T* + T2 be a C’ regular map (r >, l), i.e., the derivative Df : TM + TM 
is surjective. For a subset A c T2, define 
Af= FE=(z,)tfiT’: 
1 
xi E A! fx,+l = xi for all i 3 0 . 
i=o I 
Then Tf is a compact metric space. Let f : Tf -+ Tj be defined by 
f(50,042>4 = (f~or~o,Q,...). 
Then f is a homeomorphism and the following diagram 
commutes, where p : n,“=, T2 + T* denotes a projection satisfying 
P~=P(zo,s,,22,...)=50 forall%=( 
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(Tf2, f) is called the inverse limit system of (T*, f). Let n c T* be a compact f-invariant 
set. We say that A is hyperbolic if for all S = (xi) E A, there is a continuous splitting 
of the tangent space at zo into a direct sum of two (Df)-invariant subspaces, written 
T&T2 = E”(zo) @P(Z), 
so that for all n 3 0 the following hold: 
IDf”(u)) 6 c/\~/wI (,u E E”(Q)) and 
plf”(w)( 3 c-W(W (w E EU(Z)), 
where c > 0 and 0 < X < 1 are constants independent of !iZ E A,. Such a splitting is 
called a hyperbolic splitting. 
If f : T2 + T2 is a regular map and A is its hyperbolic set, then for !Z = (xi), 
Q = (yi) E A,, note that E”(Z) is not necessarily equal to E”(@) even if 20 = yo (see 
Fig. 1). 
A point x E T* is nonwandering for f if for any neighborhood U of x there is 
n > 0 such that f”U n U # 0. We say that f : T* + T* satisfies Axiom A if the 
set of nonwandering points, n(f), is hyperbolic and the periodic points of f are dense 
in G(f). f : T* + T* is called Anosov provided the hyperbolic set of f is all of T2. 
An Anosov map satisfies Axiom A. Moreover, it has c-expansivity and the pseudo orbit 
tracing property. A continuous surjection with both properties above is called topological 
Anosov. 
f : T2 + T2 is c-expansive if there is e > 0 such that for 2 = (xi), @ = (yi) E Tf’, 
if d(zi,yi) < e and d(fi 20, f ‘yo) < e for all i 2 0, then Z = f. f : T* + T* has the 
pseudo orbit tracing property if for E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that every b-pseudo orbit 
of f can be E-traced by some point of T*. f : T2 + T2 is topological Anosov if and 
only if there exists a hyperbolic toral endomorphism whose inverse limit is topologically 
conjugate to f. 
In general, a regular map is not always Anosov even if it is topological Anosov (Aoki 
and Hiraide [ 11). 
It is known that if a covering map on T2 is c-expansive, then it has the pseudo orbit 
tracing property, in other word, the map is topological Anosov (Harada and Oka [7]). 
Fig. 1. 
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For a hyperbolic set A of f : T* + T2 and 5 = (xi) E A,, define 
W;(ze>f) = {y E T2: d(f i~O: f’y) < cy for all i > 0} and 
VVz(E! f) = {y E T2: there exists 1J = (y%) E Tf’ such that yu = y 
and d(zi: yi) 6 Q for all i 3 0}, 
where cy > 0 is sufficiently small. Then they are CT submanifolds which satisfy the 
following relations: 
Tz,,W:(zo, f) = E”(zo) and T,,W,“(E,f) = E”(E) 
respectively. Wz (20, f ) is called the local stable manifold and WE&:, f), the local un- 
stable manifold. We note that the local unstable manifold containing 20 E A is not unique 
(see Fig. 2). 
Similarly, define 
WS(zO,f) = {y E T*: d(fixo,fiy) + 0 as i ---f oo} and 
W”(Z:, f) = {y E T*: there exists @ = (yi) E Tf’ such that ye = 1/ 
and d(xi, yi) 4 0 as i + CO}. 
WS(xo, f) is called the stable set and W”(Zc, f) the unstable set. Then W~(ZO, f) C 
WS(xO, f) and W;(L?, f) c W”(Z, f) hold for small Q > 0. Note that the stable and 
unstable sets are not always manifolds if f is noninvertible (see Figs. 3 and 4). 
Fig. 2. 
\ 
* W”hoof) 
/ 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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A hyperbolic set A of f : T* -+ T2 called a basic set if A is isolated and f/4 : A + A 
is topologically transitive. That A is isolated means there is a compact neighborhood U 
of A such that A = p(n,“=_, feni7f). fin : A + A is topoZogicalZy transitive provided 
for any two nonempty open sets in A, VI and VZ, there is a positive integer N such that 
VI 0 fN(V2) # 0. This property is equivalent to the fact that the forward orbit of some 
point z E A, 0f (z) = (2, fz, fan, . .}, is dense in A. 
The nonwandering set of an Axiom A regular map always consists of a finite number 
of disjoint basic sets. A compact neighborhood U of A in the definition of a basic set is 
called an isolating block. Specifically, if an isolating block U satisfies fU c U, then A 
is said to be an attractor, while U satisfies f U > U, then A is said to be a repeller. 
Let X be a compact metric space. For LY > 0, we define cy-measure of X, m,(X), by 
m,(X) = .ly+ i;f c (diam U)Ol, 
UEU 
where diam U denotes the diameter of a set U, and the infinum is taken over all countable 
covers U of X by sets with diameter less than E > 0. Then the Hausdorf dimension of 
X, HD(X), is defined by 
HD(X) = inf{o: m,(X) = 0} = sup{a: m,(X) = oc}. 
The limit capacity of X is defined by 
Cap(X) = limsup 
log N(X, e) 
&‘O+ -log& ’ 
where N(X, E) is the minimum number of E-balls that cover X. 
It is easy to see that both Hausdorff dimension and limit capacity are invariant under 
a bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism, and HD(X) < Cap(X). Further, HD(A) < HD(B) and 
Cap(A) < Cap(B) for A c B. Moreover, for a metric product space X x Y, 
HD(X x Y) > HD(X) + HD(Y) and Cap(X x Y) < Cap(X) + Cap(Y) 
hold (Falconer [6]). 
To estimate the Hausdorff dimension of an arbitrary Bore1 D-finite measure p on X, 
we shall often rely on the following Frostman’s lemma: if there exist constants y1,72 3 0 
such that 
y1 < liminf logI.L(B’(z)) < limsup 1og~(B,(2)) < y2 
\ 
r+o+ logr ’ r-o+ logr ’ 
for all z E X, then y1 < HD(X) < Cap(X) < 72. Here &.(z) denotes the closed ball 
with center II: and radius T (see, for instance, F’rzytycki and Urbanski [14] or Young [21]). 
Let I be a C’ curve (T > l), and K c I a Cantor set. Consider a decreasing family 
{K”: n 3 0) of compact sets of I with K = f-j,“=, K”. Each K” is a union of a 
finite number of compact segments of I, which are called Kn-components. We say that 
{KY n 3 0) is a dejning sequence of K if K” is a segment of I, and each K”-‘- 
component is a finite disjoint union of Kn-components and K”-gaps, where Kn-gaps 
are connected component of K”-’ \ K”. The lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension 
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of K can be estimated as follows: if there exist a constant IT > 0 and a defining sequence 
{K”: n 3 0} of K, such that 1(C)/I(G) > r for all R > 0 and pairs of K” component 
C and K”-gap G with aC n aG # 8, then 
I-ID(K) 3 
log 2 
log(2 + r-1). 
Here, 1(J) denotes the length of J, and aJ the boundary (see Diaz and Viana [5] or 
Palis and Takens [12]). 
Let A be a basic set of a C’ regular map f : T2 + T*. For fljn, : A, + A,, the 
pressure of a continuous real function [ : A, -+ II% is defined by 
pf(<) = Ely+limmsEp t 1ogs;p 
i 
C expne<(f’E) , 
IEE i=o I 
where the supremum is taken over (n, &)-separated sets E for f”l,~, : A, -+ A, (Walters 
[191). 
Define +f : A, + IR by 
+A%) = -log IQlE-(~,I (z E A.f). 
Then the Hausdorff dimension of Wz(E, f) n A is given by the unique 6f for which 
Pf(Sf$f) = 0. 6f is independent of E E A, and small a > 0. There exists a sufficiently 
small C’ neighborhood of f, U’(f), and for any g E U’(f), 
is a basic set of g, where U is an isolating block of A. Moreover, for g E U’(f), the 
function g H 6, = HD(W,“(%, g) n A(g)), (v E A(g)g) is continuous (McCluskey and 
Manning [lo] and Chung and Shitamatsu [4]). 
In what follows we assume that T 3 2 and 0 < X < l/2 < 2 < CL, if necessary, by 
considering the Nth iterate of G, GN, 
-- 
instead of G. Let Es, E” be the eigenspaces, 
and us, vu the eigenvectors for A, h, respectively. From now on, we use coordinates 
a~ = (<, 7) = <us + qv” in lR*. Fix EO > 0 small enough and we consider C’ regular 
maps f : T* -3 T* which satisfy the following condition: 
Condition (*). Let F : IL?* + IR* be a lift of f and denote the derivative of F at 2 E R* 
by 
Then we assume that 
(a) o(x) < A+E0, 
(b) lb(x)1 < ~0, 
(cl Ic(z)l < EO and 
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(d) d(z) > 1 - ~0. 
Specifically assume d(z) > p - EO outside a small neighborhood Q of 0 = ~(0) E T2. 
We denote by G’ the family of C’ regular maps which satisfy Condition (*). Obviously 
6’ is a C’ open neighborhood of g, the hyperbolic toral endomorphism induced by G. 
2. Proof of Theorem A 
We begin this section with stating some facts which holds for f E G’, i.e., satisfying 
Condition (*). 
We define the stable and unstable cones by 
CS = {(E, rl) E R2: IEI 3 Irll} and C” = {(l,~) E R2: 111 3 1~1). 
For f E 6’ and x E R2, define 
E?(z) = fi DFVL.,F-“(CS), 
n=O 
where F : IR* + IR* is a lift of f. Note that E?(x) is well-defined because the right-hand 
side is independent of the choice of the lift. E;(z) is a DF-invariant, one-dimensional 
space for any lift F : R2 + IR 2. If rrx = rry, then E;(x) = E;(y) holds. 
There exist two constants cl > 1 and 0 < A, < 1 independent of f E 6’ such that for 
all n 3 0, 
IPFnl.;ol 6 clXsn 
holds, where x E lR2. 
Moreover, for each f E 6’, the map x H E;(x) is of C’, that is, there is a unique 
C’ function ‘p; : IR2 4 iR with the following properties: 
(1) E;(x) = {(w,cp~(x)w) E IR2: II E R}. 
(2) If TX = ny, then @(xc) = q;(y). 
(3) The map 6’ 3 f H ‘p; E C’ (R2, IR) is continuous. 
The C’ vector space on R*, X;(x) = ( 1, cpsf (x)) (x E R2), provides a C’ foliation 
- - 
3; of IR*. Denote its leaf containing x E IR* by 3:(x), then the following hold: 
(1) T,q(x) = E;(x). 
- 
(2) For a lift F off, F(Fj(x)) = F;(Fx) and [F”x - FnyJ < clX:lx - yyI 
3;(x)). 
(Y E 
Proposition 3. For all f E G’ and SZ = (xi) E Tf’, there exists a unique splitting of the 
tangent space at x0 = k, 
GOT2 = E;(xo) @E?(E), 
and the following hold: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
G;(Q) depends only on x0 of? = (xi) E Tf’. 
Df(E;(zo)) = Ej(fzo) and Df(EfU(Z)) = Efu(f%). 
E;(q) c Dzo7r(Cs) and E?(Z) c Doo7r(C”), where 7~~0 = ~0. 
There exist constants 0 < A, < A, < 1 and cl > 1 independent of the choice of 
f and Z? such that for all n > 0, 
(5) 
IDfnl~;(zo~l 6 c,XT and lDf’“/.Y(5jI 3 cl-‘A,n. 
The subspace E;(x) is C’ with respect to x E T2 and E?(Z) is Lipschitz contin- 
uous with respect to Z E Tj. 
(6) There exists a f-invariant C’ foliation .?$ on T* such that T,,,.Fj(xo) = Ey (x0). 
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Remark 4. If f E 4’ has a hyperbolic set A, then the splitting above is hyperbolic for 
2 E A,. Note that this splitting is not always hyperbolic. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We shall first define E;(xo) and E?(Z) for Z = (xi) E Tf’. For 
- 
ET(:co), we need only let E;(Q) = Dz,,7r(Ei(zo)) and Fj(xo) = 7r(.?=j(q)), where 
20 E IR2 satisfies 7~~0 = x0 for x0 E T 2. 
2 E T;. 
So, in the following, we define Ef”(Z) for 
Consider the space of continuous functions on Tj, C(Tf, JR), with the maximum norm 
llPll = max,q Ip( for p E C(Tf2,IR). Th’ 1s norm makes C(Tf , IR) complete. We 
define a continuous function r : C(Tf2, IR) + C(Tf2. R) by 
where 7~~1 = :cl . 
Let L = max{Lip(a),Lip(b), Lip(c), Lip(d)}, w ere Lip(p) denotes the Lipschitz h 
constant of ‘p. 
If we let 
(1 - 2&0)8L 
* = (1 - 2EO)2 - 2(X + Eo) (> O) 
and define the closed set @ of C(Tf2, IR) by 
@= {‘p E C(T;,R): p is Lipschitz continuous, llpll < 1: Lip(p) < H}: 
then @ is not empty since 0 E @. Moreover r(Q) c pi holds and rl~ is a contraction. 
In fact, if cp E @, then for all E = (xi) E Tf’, by taking 21 E R2 with XEI = 21, 
+t)cp(f-‘q + b(m) x + 2eo 
lr(P)(lc)l = lc(Z,);(i-‘)++) G 1 -2Eo < 1, 
so llr(cp)ll G 1. F or 55 = (G), ?I = (yZ) E Tf, take zi, yl E R* with 7rzl = J’~. 
K~I = ye respectively, and estimate 
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I I 
= 4Y*Mf”-W + d(w) 
x [ rccpm. (4Yl) - d(z,)} + {b(Q) - b(y1)) 
+ r(P)@). P(f-‘q . {C(Yl) - c(m)} + cp(f-‘g) . {u(z,) - a(y,)} 
+ 4z1 Hz1 ) - b(m )c(m) 
c(~lMf-'~) + d(Xl) 
. Mf”-‘q - cp(f”-‘g)} ] 1 
1 <-----. 
{ 
4.L 'lm -y1I + 
x + &I?/( 1 - El)) 
1 - 2&O 1 - &o/(1 - Eo) 
. H . q(f-‘3, j-l$j) 
> 
6 &G: id + 
2(X + Eo) 
. H . ;(Z, 9 
0 (1 - 2&o)* 
= H.&Z,~?. 
This means r(G) c @. 
By some calculation, we can see that for cp, II, E @, 
IleP) - rhq G (1 - &0)(X + 2&O) (1 - 2&a)* II9 - $11. 
Hence rl~ is a contraction and has a unique fixed point ‘py E @. Thus define for E E Tf’, 
Ep?) = I&Jr{ (?I, cpp) . w) E Ii%*: ‘u E IF!}. 
Then it is a (of)-invariant and the map Z H E?(E) is Lipschitz continuous. 
For Ef” defined as above, (2)-(4) hold clearly. It is also clear that (l)-(6) hold for E; 
and F; from the definition. 
Next, we give the construction of a one-parameter family {ft : T* + T*} c G’. Define 
a C” function &P : IR + IR (0 < LY < p) such that 0 6 &J(U) < 1 for all u E lR and 
A%S(~) = { 
1 forw<o, 
0 for v 3 p. 
cb a,~ also satisfies the following: 
(see Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
Fix ~1 with 0 < ~1 < E~/(P - 1) and take S with 0 < S < ET/~. Then we define a 
C” function $6 : IR -+ R such that q!jlrg is even, i.e., +6(-v) = @b(v) and 
i 
40,6(U) for 0 < w < 6, 
$s = --c . ~~p~Ap~+~(z - 2S - A/2) for 6 < v < 3S + A, 
0 for w > 3S + A, 
where c is a constant with 0 < c < l/2 and A = (1 - 2c)/c J: qSa,6 (s) ds (see Fig. 6). 
Put @6(n) = JoV $6(s) ds. Then, @6 : IR + IR is a C” function and satisfies the 
following: 
i&(4 = &5(u), I%(~)) 6 4 and @6((v) = 0 for 1~1 3 3S + A. 
Let G be a open neighborhood of the origin of E%* such that 
v = (-E,, E,) x (-3s - A, 38 + A). 
a can be arbitrarily small if we take E, > 0 small enough. 
For - 1 < t < 1, define a function E : IR2 ---f IIt* by 
Ft(E,v)= (x~,(1-cl)(l+Z(t))~0,E,(l)~~k(7~)+~~)l 
where 
z(t) = 
{ 
t for - 1 < t < 0, 
clt forO<t< 1. 
Then F-1 = G and z(z) = G( ) f x or all t if z $ Q. Put Q = rrQ and define a function 
ft:T2+T2for-l<t<lby 
Then { ft : - 1 < t < 1) is the one-parameter family satisfying condition (*). In fact, if 
Ft : IR2 + IR* is a lift of ft, then for x = (E, q) E IR2, 
x 0 
D,Ft = 
. (1 - P)(l + 4t))&Jwdrl) (1 - P)(l + 4t)MO,c,(m%(rl) + P 
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Write 
Then at(z) = X and &(z) = 0, and the following hold: 
lc&)I = ((1 -cL)(l +~(+#&,E,(~)~&?)) 
6 (p - l)(l + El). (2/Q) . (&t2/4) < Eo, 
dt(x)=(l -PL)(l +Z(t))~O,e,(~)~6(rl)+~ 
3 (1 - /J)(l + El) + h = 1 - Et(P - 1) > 1 - El), 
and if rrz $! Q, then F,(z) = G( II: , so c&(z) = p. This completes the construction of ) 
the one-parameter family {ft} contained in G’. 
Obviously f-t = g, 
{ 
(1 - I.L)(l + t) + I_1 > 1 if t < 0, 
c&(o) = (1 -p)(l +x(t)) +p= 1 if t = 0, 
(l-p)(l+Ett)+p< 1 ift>O, 
and 
do(z) = (1 - ~U)$O,~, (Jhh(rl) + P > 1 - P + CL = 1 if ~2 # 0. 
Thus 0 is a saddle of ft for t < 0, a non-hyperbolic saddle for t = 0 and a sink for 
t > 0. 
We show that {ft} above satisfies the properties stated in Theorem A. 
Consider first the case t > 0. Note that there is an open neighborhood of 0 E T*, 
Vt c Q, satisfying 
(11 &(x) < 1 ifrra: E ft(V,), 
(2) c&(x) > 1 if 7rx f$ Vt, 
(3) ft(cl(vt)) c vt. 
Here cl(A) denotes the closure of a set A. Put Ut = T*\Vt. Then Ut is closed and satisfies 
ft(inWt)) 3 u t, where int(A) denotes the interior of a set A. For Z = (xi) E Tjt, 
Eft (Z) = Door holds, where xx0 = 20. From this follows that, in each connected 
component of n(E”) \ (0) ft h as saddle fixed points pt and qt, respectively. These fixed 
points are contained in Q and converge to 0 as t + 0 (see Fig. 7). 
Let A, = n,“=, f,-“(U,). Th en, this is a compact ft-invariant set containing pt and qt. 
For 2 = (~1 E Vt).f~, l~ftl,~~~z~ - 1 3 pt holds, where pt = mm{&(x): TX $ Vt} > 1. 
And also holds lDftnlE;t(s)I < cl XF for all z E At and n > 0. Thus, A, is a hyperbolic 
set of ft. Topological transitivity of ft [4t : At + At is checked as follows. Let WU be 
the connected component of r(EU) \ {O} containing pt. Then IV” = W” (&, ft ) holds, 
where 5 = (pt,pt,pt,. .) E (At), . Moreover, F;t (pt) c IV”&, ft) holds. Then IV” 
and 3jt (pt) have a non-empty transverse intersection in arbitrarily small neighborhood 
of any point in A,. It follows that ft 14, : At --f At is topologically transitive. Further, Ut 
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Fig. 7. 
is an isolating block of A,. Therefore A, is a repeller of ft. As A, has empty interior 
and 3!t (~a) c At for zo E A, , At is one-dimensional. Clearly, the nonwandering set is 
Q(ft) = A, U {O}. That is, ft satisfies Axiom A for t > 0. 
Since da(z) > 1 for z # o, we can see that fo is c-expansive, and so, topological 
Anosov (see Aoki and Hiraide [l]). However, fa does not satisfy Axiom A because 19 is 
a nonhyperbolic fixed point. 
For t < 0, &(z) > 1 holds for all z E JR’, so, it is easy to see that ft is Anosov. 
Thus, Theorem A is proved. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem B 
We first prove the following proposition, which claims the continuity of the Hausdorff 
dimension of A, for t > 0 in Theorem A. 
Proposition 5. Assume that a map f E G’ has a repeller A. For a Lipschitz function 
~$f :A, + R dejined by 
Of(E) = - 1% IWE,-(Z,l 
for Z E A,, take Sf sati&ing Pf(6f4f) = 0. Then HD(A) = Cap(A) = 1 + 6f holds. 
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Proof. Since A c T2 is a repeller of f E GT, the splitting 
is hyperbolic for Z = (xi) E A,. 
For 2 E A, F;(X), the C’ leaf through Z, is contained in A. Take E = (xi) E 
A, such that ~0 = 2. Then the local unstable manifold Wz(E:, f) crosses F:(X) at 2 
transversally. Moreover, A is locally bi-Lipschitz homeomorphic to the product of Fj (x) 
and W~(Z-, f) n A because 3; is a C’ foliation. Here, we assume the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. For E E Af and cy > 0, 
HD(Wz(E, f) n A) = Cap(Wz(Z, f) n A) = 6f. 
Then 
HD(A) 6 Cap(A) G Cap(3;5(2)) + Cap(WZ(Z, f) n A) = 1 + Sf 
= HD(F@)) + HD(W,“(Z, f) n A) < HD(A). 
Thus Proposition 5 follows. q 
Proof of Lemma 6. This lemma is known for diffeomorphisms (Takens [ 181 and Palis 
and Viana [ 111). Here we prove it using techniques of the thermodynamic formalism like 
in Mane [9]. 
In the following proof, we consider the inverse limit system. So we define for E E A, 
and small a > 0 the local unstable set of J: 
Wz(Z, f) = {y E Tf’: dx((E-“Z, .f-“F) < cu for all n 3 O}. 
Now we begin the proof. As we stated in Section 1, 
Sf = HD(W:(Z, f) n A) 6 Cap(WE(E, f) n A) 
holds. 
On the other hand, the map PIWZc;,f, : Wl(Z:, f) 4 W~(Z, f) is bi-Lipschitz con- 
tinuous. Take an integer n > 0 large enough. Then 
P(W,“(Z, f) n A,) c W:(Ic, f) n A c f”?;(w:(Z, fl) n A,). 
Thus 
Cap(W,“(K f) n A,) = Cap(lE(% f) n A), 
so we need only to prove 
Since fly, : A, + A, is a topological Anosov homeomorphism, there exists a Markov 
partition R = {RI, . . . , R,} with an arbitrarily small diameter (see, for instance, Aoki 
and Hiraide [l] and Bowen [3]). Let (C, a) be the shift space corresponding to the 
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Markov partition R, and h : C + A, be the semi-conjugacy from rr to f”in,. Then h is 
surjective and, moreover, Holder continuous. 
For a = (ai) E C and integers m, n > 0, denote a cylinder by 
[a_, ’ . .(I~] = {b = (bi) E C: ai = bi for all - m 6 i < n}. 
Then Wz(E, f) 0 A, is contained in a finite union of sets each of which has the form 
like h(nrz0[a_7L.. . a~]) for a = (ai) E C, so we need only to show the limit capacity 
of such a set is at most Sf. Since the pressure Pf(&f$f) = 0 and S,$, o h: C --f Iw 
is Holder continuous, there exists uniquely a a-invariant probability measure v on C 
satisfying the following: there exists a constant or 3 1 such that for all a = (ai) E C, 
Using this u, we show 
fi [a-, . . . a.])) < Sj 
n=o 
for all a E C. Choose a probability measure on C, Y,“, such that for a cylinder [b-l . . b,] 
on C, 
U,“[b_l.. .bn] = 
i 
$po- . bn] if bi = ui for - 1 < i 6 0, 
0 otherwise. 
Now we define a Bore1 probability measure on Tf, &, by 
h;(B) = v:(h-‘(B n A,)) 
Then supp,~: = h(n~Y”=,[a_, . . ao]) and the following claim holds. (Here we need only 
lower estimation.) 
Claim. There exists a constant ~2 > 0 such that for all Z E h(nF._P=,[a_n . . . a~]), 
p;&(Z)) 3 Q2T6f (0 < T < a):), 
where (u is the radius of the local unstable set. (a is more than the diameter of the 
Markov partition.) 
Proof. The map Tf 3 2 H E:(Z) is Lipschitz continuous, and, for all J: E Af, 
PI,,(, f, is a bi-Lipschitz continuous homeomorphism. Thus, by the Mean Value The- 
<, 3 
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orem, there exists a constant (~3 > 0 such that if J: E A, and fny E W’~(~Z, f) for 
n3 l,then 
that is, 
i=O i=O 
Here fix ~2 E h(n,“=,[a_i . . . ~1). Then there exists b = (bi) E C such that hb = Z 
and bi = ai for all i < 0. Next we fix r with 0 < T < QI and choose an integer n] > 0 
such that 
?I-1 n,-2 
a3aexp C #f(fiZ) < T < a3aexp C $f(Pz). 
i=O i=O 
Then 
h fi[b-i.'.b,,,] C B?(Z). 
i=o > 
Therefore 
where 
(2-l 
a2 = v[agl. (cr3crP6f .min{exp6f$f($: 1JE A,}. 
This proves the claim. •I 
From this claim and Frostman’s lemma, 
Cap h 
u 
fi [a-, .. .a~])) < &, 
n=O 
we have 
and so, Cap(W,“(E, f) n A) < Sf. Then, Lemma 6 is proved. 0 
Now we consider the one-parameter family {ft} c G’ with the properties in Theo- 
rem A. By Proposition 5, the continuity of HD(n(f,)) is proved for t > 0. In order to 
simplify the notations, we write St for 6ft in what follows. 
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Clearly, HD(G(ft)) = 2 for t < 0, and by Proposition 5, 
HD(n(ft)) = HD(At) = 1 + St 
for t > 0. Since St is continuous for 0 < t < 1, we need only to show that 
lim & = 1. 
t-o+ 
In general, for a hyperbolic set of a noninvertible map, each unstable set is not a manifold 
excluding the special case as constructed in Section 2. By using a lift of the map, this 
non-invertible case, however, can be proved in a similar way to the invertible case. 
Put Q = (~l~,,~~o~)-‘Q~ and fix small a > 0. For t > 0 also put 
pt = (4B,,do))-‘(Pt) and qt = (~lB,,&J’(d’ 
so each is contained in G. (Recall that Q is a neighborhood of Q in Condition (*).) 
Choose a lift of ft, Ft : R2 + JR2, such that Ft (0) = o. Then o is a sink of Ft and pt, 
qt are saddles of Ft such that pt, qt -+ o as t --+ O+. 
For x E x-’ At, let 
WU(x, Ft) = {y E R2: IFt-nx - FtPTLyI ---) 0 as n ---) oc}. 
If we write Wt = W”(pt, Ft) U {o} U W”(qt, Ft) for t > 0, then 7rlVt = lV(P,, ft) U 
{0} U iP(qt, ft) holds, where Ft = (pt,pt,p,, . . .) and & = (qt, qt, qt;. .). Moreover, 
r/t’, is a Ft-invariant C’ curve in Iw*, and so we can consider the ordering on IV, satisfying 
qt < o < pt. For a, b E Wt, we write 
(a> b) = {x E Wt: a < x < b} and [a, b] = {x E Wt: a < x < b}. 
Put xt = min{x > pt: TX E Wz(qt, ft)} (see Fig. 9). 
Let Kt = [pt: xt] n (n-l&). Then, since (n o Ft-“)Kt c W;(17,, ft) n A, c rKt 
for small p = p(t) > 0 and large n 3 1, HD(Kt) = 62 holds. Thus, we need only prove 
that 
HD(Kt) ---f 1 ast+O+. 
Fig. 9. 
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- wAt>” .?ffL Pt / : 
Fig. 10. 
We define 
At = ((~~9) c w, n (~-ln,)‘: 7rx E %(4t,ft), *Y E WPtJt)} 
and put At = UGEAt G. Then At c Ftp’At c . c FtpnAt c . . and 
03 
U FLnAt = W, n (&A,)‘. 
n=O 
Denote by Ct a set of connected components of I&‘, \ At. 
Define KF = [Pt , xt], and K? = KF-’ \ FtpnAt for n 3 1. Then, {KF: 72 3 0) 
is a defining sequence of Kt, such that C c [pi, xt] is a Kr-component if and only if 
Ft”C E Ct, and G c [pt, zCt] is a Kp-gap if and only if Ft”G $ At (0 < Ic 6 n- 1) and 
Ft”G E dt. Moreover, by using a technique similar to that of Diaz and Viana [?I], we 
can take a constant c2 > 0 independent oft > 0, such that for all pairs of Kp-component 
C and KF-gap G with X’ n dG # 0, 
I(c) 
KG) a ~Gr::~tl) 
holds for all n 3 0. Therefore we have 
1 3 HD(Kt) 3 
log 2 
log@ + c;’ w&,Pt])) - l 
as t + Of. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
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